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Zhao et al. Reply In the first sentence of the Comment
[1], the authors refer to four systems: GaNð101¯0Þ-1H,
ZnOð101¯0Þ-1H, GaNð101¯0Þ-Li, and ZnOð101¯0Þ-1Li. In
the second sentence, the authors claim to demonstrate that
“a charge-density-wave (CDW) phase is due to the artifact
of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), while
the antiferromagnetic (AFM) ground state is predicted by
the hybrid DFT calculation…” The Comment contains a
single table, showing the total energy of the GaNð101¯0Þ-1H
system only. No numerical results were presented for the
other three systems. It is not clear how the authors arrived at
their very general conclusion.
We have checked the validity of Kim et al.’s claim by
performing new calculations using two popular hybrid
functionals, HSE06 [2,3] and B3LYP [4], on the four
systems mentioned in the Comment. These two hybrid
functional methods are generally considered to be at the
same level of accuracy. All hybrid functional calculations
are performed on a 12-layer slab separated by a 12 Å
vacuum. The two-dimensional k grid of the Brillouin zone
is 8 × 6 for the pð1 × 1Þ cell and the same density is used
for larger cells. The results are listed below.
Based on these results, we draw a few observations:
(i) For the GaNð101¯0Þ-1H system, different hybrid func-
tionals produce different ground states. The conclusions are
not consistent. Our Table I shows that the B3LYP hybrid
method favors the CDW state by 0.21 eV per pð2 × 2Þ unit
cell, and that this preference is reversed with the HSE06
hybrid method, which instead favors the AFM state by
0.06 eV. This is similar to Kim’s HSE results, which also
favored the AFM state by 0.07 eV. Importantly, Kim et al.
also perform RPA calculations, which favor the AFM state
by 122 meV per pð2 × 2Þ unit cell in GaN-1H. We have
confirmed this value for RPA. For the GaNð101¯0Þ-1Li
system, however, both hybrid functionals B3LYP and
HSE06 favor the CDW ground state, by 0.5 and
0.25 eV, respectively. For GaNð101¯0Þ-1Li, we have also
carried out RPA calculations [5–8] using a four-layer slab.
The RPA results favor the CDW state over the AFM state
by 0.16 eV. Thus, for GaNð101¯0Þ-1Li, all results using
B3LYP, HSE06 and RPA support our findings [9], and
disagree with the claim of Kim et al. (ii) For ZnOð101¯0Þ
with 1H and 1Li, both HSE06 and B3LYP functionals favor
the CDW ground state, according to our new results shown
in Table I. The new results again disagree with the claim of
Kim et al. and support our initial findings [9].
There are other contradictory statements in the Comment
with which we disagree. For example, in the last paragraph,
Kim et al. speculated that the AFM ground state is favored
because of the narrow band width at the Fermi level. Since
both GaNð101¯0Þ-1H and GaNð101¯0Þ-1Li have similar
bandwidths at the Fermi level, and the latter clearly prefers
the CDW, no general statement can be made based on
bandwidth. In the same paragraph the authors stated that
“more localized dangling-bond electrons in GaNð101¯0Þ are
likely to favor the AFM order over the CDW formation,
contrasting with the case of ZnOð101¯0Þ-1H.” This sentence
contradicts the claim they make in their first paragraph, i.e.,
that in all four systems including ZnOð101¯0Þ-1H, the AFM
phase is favored.
In summary, only one system out of four proposed in our
original Letter is predicted to have an AFM order ground
state, and is lower than the CDW state only by a very small
amount.Similar systemswill have tobechecked individually
in future calculations, but the mechanism proposed in our
Letter is robust andgeneric, if notuniversal.Weconclude that
care must be taken with AFM instabilities and semilocal xc
functionals. In delicate cases where hybrid and semilocal
functionalsdisagree, fullRPA,orbetterapproximations,may
be necessary to discern the true ground state.
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TABLE I. Total energy (in eV) per pð2 × 2Þ cell of each phase with respect to the pð1 × 1Þ nonmagnetic phase.
The numbers in bold correspond to the lower energy state.
Hybrid function GaNð101¯0Þ-1H GaNð101¯0Þ-1Li ZnOð101¯0Þ-1H ZnOð101¯0Þ-1Li
CDW AFM CDW AFM CDW AFM CDW AFM
ΔE B3LYP −0.61 −0.40 −0.90 −0.40 −0.18 −0.02 −0.36 −0.02
HSE06 −0.87 −0.93 −0.72 −0.47 −0.24 −0.20 −0.58 −0.40
HSE(Kim) −1.04 −1.11
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